Minutes from MWPAAC Rates and Finance Subcommittee meeting

5/7/2015

RWSP Policy Update – Joint item with Engineering and Planning subcommittee

The RWSP Task Force presented proposed changes to the Public Involvement and Environmental Mitigation policies. These will be presented at the May 27 MWPAAC meeting, together with the previously-reviewed Treatment Plant policy, which the Task Force has subsequently modified and developed a separate Odor Prevention Policy.

Rate Letter to the King County Council

The group discussed the 2016 Rate Letter to the King County Council. The decision was made to use the Letter to the Executive as a starting point and remove several sections. These included rate process schedule challenges, debt review committee participation, and the industrial waste fee structuring update. The letter will be edited by Jack Broyles and Maria Coe, and presented at the next MWPAAC General Meeting for approval.